ASCE Colleagues

I will be grateful for your help in distributing this job announcement for a geotechnical position at the University of Rhode Island.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING (GEO TECHNICAL)

Geotechnical Engineering, University of Rhode Island

The Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at the University of Rhode Island (URI) invites applications for a tenure track faculty position in geotechnical engineering at the Assistant Professor level. Members of the college of engineering are heavily involved in the siting of offshore wind farms in Rhode Island’s waters, and the college seeks to add outstanding faculty members working in offshore renewable energy. The successful candidate will be expected to develop a strong externally funded research program in the areas of offshore foundations and coastal geotechnical engineering, advise graduate students, and teach undergraduate and graduate courses within the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering.

Required: A Ph.D. in civil engineering or a related discipline, with a geotechnical specialty; effective communication skills and demonstrated ability for development of an externally funded research program, preferably covering offshore foundations for wind farms and coastal geotechnical engineering. Must have necessary qualifications for profession registration and is expected to obtain professional registration within the pre-tenure period of his/her appointment. Evidence of teaching at the college/university level preferred. Submit applications including a letter of application, curriculum vitae, names and telephone numbers of at least three references, and a statement of teaching and research interests electronically at https://jobs.uri.edu. Refer to Posting# 6000152. Other relevant material in support of your application can be sent directly to baxter@egr.uri.edu. Review of applications will begin September 1, 2010 and continue until position is filled. It is intended for the successful candidate to begin work on January 1, 2011. URI is an AA/EEO employer and values diversity and also is an NSF ADVANCE institutional transformation university, working to advance the careers of women faculty, especially in the science and engineering disciplines.
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www.uri.edu/cve